Manage your IT problems

Managing a problem often involves a sequence of steps—identification, isolation, domain analysis, diagnosis, resolution and verification. In many IT organizations, most of the resources, energy and time are devoted to finding the problem and identifying the owner. Locating the problem, finding out whether it has happened before, identifying application, system and infrastructure dependencies and assigning ownership typically consume 80 percent of the effort. That effort is expended by the staff whose time and talent cost the most. And while it is being expended, your business is not operational.

To reduce mean time to resolution (MTTR) and increase mean time between failures (MTBF), you need software that quickly and efficiently:

- Informs IT of problems
- Automates problem isolation by correlating data from multiple systems and assigning ownership
- Enables collaboration across your organization

HP Problem Isolation software specifically identifies, diagnoses and resolves problems. HP Problem Isolation does not require a process framework to add value; however, it can easily complement the ITIL service delivery process for organizations that use the Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) framework.

HP Problem Isolation software gives IT a single point of access to relevant information for identifying and resolving problems. It leverages HP Universal CMDB software to correlate effectively across your infrastructure, applications and systems to isolate problems in context. It helps you find problems even if you are not monitoring a component. It also helps IT spend less time on “keeping the lights on” and more time on being a strategic contributor to your business.
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Resolve problems effectively

HP Problem Isolation is key to effectively resolving problems and reducing repetitive occurrences. It acts as a single point of access for problem information and resolution, and it leverages HP Universal CMDB software for identifying, correlating and presenting configuration items (CIs) and changes that may cause problems. It can identify the main suspects for a problem without any effort by automatically correlating key performance indicators (KPIs) with CIs and associated changes. It also integrates with other HP Business Availability Center software to deliver:

- A single point of access to relevant problem information and status over time
- Integration with HP ServiceCenter software to facilitate automatic ticket creation and tracking
- Correlation of problems across CIs to identify problem sources in components that aren’t being monitored
- Automatic correlation to identify changes that cause problems
- Reduced manual troubleshooting with automated problem isolation workflow, recommendations and more

All this helps your IT team quickly and efficiently assign ownership, communicate across your organization in real time, place performance data in a business context and correlate data from multiple systems.

How HP Problem Isolation works

HP Problem Isolation integrates with HP Business Availability Center software, such as HP Business Process Monitor software, HP SiteScope software and HP Universal CMDB, allowing you to access reports on suspect systems, event status over time, changes related to problem CIs and much more from a single screen. It also allows you to view application, system and infrastructure dependencies in usable reports.

For example, the Triage report in HP Business Process Monitor delivers data on all components related to a problem, including a breakdown by status, location and transaction. An Over-Time report lets your team compare current performance with past performance.

In addition, HP Problem Isolation integrates with HP ServiceCenter so that when you identify problems, the service desk automatically opens a trouble ticket for tracking and recording the resolution, making it a complementary solution for any ITIL problem management initiative.

The following capabilities bring all the steps in the problem management process together:

**Identification:** HP Problem Isolation captures all incidents in one place in a common context and displays them across time and KPIs.

**Isolation:** You can identify suspect systems and pinpoint the application or tier causing the problem for your end users, even if the components are not being monitored.
Domain analysis: The CMDB-based model reduces the subject-matter expertise required to isolate problems by providing the correct view across disparate data sources. You can quickly identify malfunctioning components and determine whether changes were made. And data correlation across multiple sources, which traditionally is a time-consuming, manual process, happens automatically in the background.

In-depth diagnostics: Linking to HP Diagnostics software lets you drill down to identify specific causes inside applications.

Resolution: Once you pinpoint the root cause, HP Problem Isolation lets you categorize the problem for future reference and issue a change request.

Verification and validation: HP diagnostics monitors help you quickly assess whether a status change to red is an impending threat to your business or an anomaly. Integration with HP Business Availability Center provides constant monitoring and verification.

Key features and benefits
- Provides a central place to view critical information about problems and reduces manual correlation to improve MTTR
- Integrates with HP Universal CMDB to link end-user problems with the underlying infrastructure, reducing manual effort and the application knowledge required for troubleshooting
- Places systems information in a defined context for faster troubleshooting, showing network operators how their systems affect end users and enabling operations and infrastructure teams to focus on the correct data, solve problems quickly and distinguish between simple correlations and actual causes
- Performs real-time problem validation and provides recommendations and advanced analysis so that operations teams can reduce the cost of keeping the IT infrastructure operational
- Provides automated data collection for tier one, helping operations teams solve problems more quickly or have the right information for experts
- Integrates with HP ServiceCenter, complementing the ITIL problem management process

Identify likely causes of problems
The Main Suspects report in HP Problem Isolation shows the most likely causes of problems by factoring status, changes, dependencies and relationships.
A complete solution

Comprehensive training
HP provides a comprehensive curriculum of HP Software and IT Service Management courses. These offerings provide the training you need to realize the full potential of your HP solutions, increase your network optimization and responsiveness, and achieve better return on your IT investments.

With more than 30 years experience meeting complex education challenges worldwide, HP knows training. This experience, coupled with unique insights into HP Software products, positions HP to deliver the optimum training experience. For more information about these and other educational courses, visit www.hp.com/learn.

The smartest way to invest in IT
HP Financial Services provides innovative financing and financial asset management programs to help you cost-effectively acquire, manage and ultimately retire your HP solutions. For more information on these services, contact your HP sales representative or visit www.hp.com/go/hpfinancialservices.

Contact information
To find an HP Software sales office or reseller near you, visit www.managementsoftware.hp.com/buy.

HP Services

Get the most from your software investment
HP provides high-quality software services that address all aspects of your software application lifecycle needs. With HP, you have access to standards-based, modular, multi-platform software coupled with global services and support. The wide range of HP service offerings—from online self-solve support to proactive mission-critical services—enables you to choose the services that best match your business needs.

For an overview of HP software services, visit www.managementsoftware.hp.com/service.

To access technical interactive support, visit Software Support Online at www.hp.com/managementsoftware/services.

To learn more about HP Software Customer Connection, a one-stop information and learning portal for software products and services, visit www.hp.com/go/swcustomerconnection.